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What is a reading lab book? 
It’s sort of like annotations on steroids. It is NOT a personal journal or diary, although I 
recognize that what we read in class may touch on deeply personal thoughts and feelings.  

Ummm, yeah.  One more time, what is a reading lab book? 
Each time you read an assignment for class, you will get a prompt for your thinking. Then, you’ll 
respond to that prompt by writing an entry in your lab book about it.  
 
Your mission is to USE the critical reading skills you’re gaining from our work with Foster, class 
lectures, and the essays (Nabokov, Frost, Perrine, Agassiz) to analyze your course reading.   
 
You need to develop and articulate legitimate readings of a text.  And while the particular skills 
might be most applicable in an English class, the notion of reading critically will serve you in a 
broad variety of capacities as adult thinkers, readers, writers and viewers. 
 
In your lab book, you will 

• Log your reactions to, reflections on and interpretations of what we read for class. 
• Explore concepts, to ask questions, to pose theories, and to express opinions. 
• Jot down quotes that intrigue you or inspire you—and analyze why.   
• Analyze your own work as a reader (on the left-side). 

 

What’s the “left side?” 
The left-side pages in your lab book are 
reserved for you to track discussions and assess 
your own reading.   
 
How do I assess my own reading? 

1. Go back and re-read your lab book 
entries about that text 

2. Comment on your original 
observations, theories and discussions. 
You may want to try some of the left 
side prompts below. 

 
Left Side Prompts 

• Where are you using (or failing to use) 
the critical reading skills we’re 
discussing in class? 

• Do you see a pattern of changes in 
your “reading” that you experienced 
over time? 

• Why did you misread when you did?  
• What did you focus on?  In other 

words, what did you care about and 
what did you disregard?  Why? 

• What did you “get?”  Why?  What did 
you “miss?”  Why? 

• How did you participate in the 
discussion? How effectively? Whose 
ideas resonated with you and what did 
you do with those ideas on your own? 

F.A.Q.  
 
Q Will you read all of my lab book entries? 
A No.  However, your lab book grade is 20% of your 

overall grade each trimester.   
o Throughout the year, I will initial lab book 

entries prior to discussion. These initials are to 
indicate you’re on target and factor into your lab 
book grade. 

o During 1st trimester, the rest of your grade is 
based on a short conversation with me in which I 
examine your lab book with you and give you 
some feedback on how to improve it before your 
first interview. 

o During second and third trimesters,  that grade 
is based on a lab book interview. During the 
interview, you will make an argument for your 
reading growth in which you will read a variety of 
lab book entries aloud to me as evidence for your 
argument. I will give you LOTS of help with 
preparing for this when the time comes. 

 
Q How often should I write? 
A You should also plan to  

• write about any reading assignment we do before 
you come to class for discussion.  

• add to your lab book as a result of class discussions.   
• compile reflections in the left side of your lab book 

at the end of each unit or text. 
 
Q Will you give us a prompt for every time we write in 

our journals? 
A Most of the time.  If/when I don’t, you may choose from  

the list of generic prompts provided. 

Carrying 
the English 9 Torch 
 
For those who used 
annotations in English 9, 
you’ll find the thinking 
in your lab book is quite 
similar; just a LOT more 
in-depth.  There’s more 
room in a notebook than 
on a post-it! 


